International
Networking for
Educational
Transformation
(iNet)

iNet is the international arm
of the Specialist Schools and
Academies Trust (SSAT)

‘There are many
opportunities to
engage in links with
other countries.’
Susan Tranter, Headteacher,
Fitzharrys School, England

Membership of iNet connects
you and your school to an
international network that brings
together leading practitioners and
world class academics.
iNet’s mission is to create powerful
and innovative networks of
schools that have achieved or
have committed themselves to
achieving systematic, significant
and sustained change that ensures
outstanding outcomes for all
students in all settings.

Networking around the world

The iNet network links over 5,000
schools in 30 countries including
Australia, Canada, China, England,
Finland, Holland, Mauritius,
South Africa, New Zealand,
USA and Wales.
iNet brings together educators
who share a commitment and
determination to transform schools,
and provide all students with
educational experiences that
prepare them for the challenges
of the 21st century.
The network works to develop new
ways of transferring knowledge
and experience, with the goal of
enabling every student to achieve.

You can explore global solutions
for the future of schooling through:
•	networking opportunities –
connect with leading educational
thinkers and practitioners
•	school leadership programmes
– access high impact
professional development
•	development and research
networks – engage in cutting
edge research based on school
innovation
•	personalising learning for
students – explore how to
ensure more students achieve
their full potential.

A world of opportunities

Through the iNet website you can
access the following benefits.
•	Publications – exploring
leadership, innovation,
personalised learning and raising
achievement.
• iNet news – a quarterly update
on activity across the networks.
•	Study tours – learn from other
cultures and education systems.
•	Conferences and workshops
– including iNet’s International
Conference, SSAT’s National
Conference and the International
Workshop for School Leaders.
•	Online conferences for students
and educators – free and easy
to access.
•	International school partnerships
– find and develop your
global network.

‘iNet offers a unique
global platform for
schools around
the world to
address challenges
brought about by
globalisation.’
Professor Yong Zhao
Michigan State University

Affiliate now

iNet is open to primary, secondary
and special schools across the
world and fees are determined
by country.
•	SSAT affiliated schools in England
receive automatic membership
to iNet.
• Schools outside England can join
through the iNet website.
•	Once you are a member it’s easy
to affiliate your partner school.

‘In the process of
belonging to the
network, your
school becomes an
international school
with tangible resources
at its disposal. Why
would you not join it?’
Professor Hedley Beare, Australia

To find out more and affiliate
Visit: www.ssat-inet.net
Email: inet@ssatrust.org.uk

About us
iNet:
•	links over 5,000 schools in 30 countries
•	connects schools, teachers and students
•	facilitates innovation through networking and knowledge sharing
•	focuses on school transformation around the world.
London office
16th Floor
Millbank Tower
21–24 Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
England
Tel: +44 (0)20 7802 2300

Beijing office
Room 1102
East Building of Beijing
Fortune Time
Taipingqiao
Financial Street
Xicheng District
Beijing 10032
People’s Republic
of China
Tel: +86 10 58362245

Melbourne office
402 Albert Street
East Melbourne
Victoria 3002
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9654 1361
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